
Fire and Rain: Ecopoetry of California
Edited by Lucille Lang Day and Ruth Nolan
Scarlet Tanager Books

“Day and Nolan have done a considerable service to select and 
gather these poems. Their ample anthology provides a generous 
record of California poets’ love and concern for their common 
world. What more important theme can we in this golden 
land share?”—from the foreword by Dana Gioia, California 
Poet Laureate.
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Little Singapore
By Carol M. Downie

Adventure. Romance. A thoughtful and thought-provoking 
novel of medical ethics, human rights and orangutan conser-
vation. When Margo Connors, a city-bred, US health-care 
administrator, rescues one human and four orangutan infants 
from a Malaysian forest fire, she stumbles her way into traffick-
ing in drugs, human organs and her beloved orangutans—and 
the arms of handsome and charismatic Dr. Jacob Wu.

Once in a Blue Year 
By Michael D. Durkota
Rogue13 Publications

“Debut author Durkota writes a remarkable narrative cen-
tered on the afflicted mindsets of his Navy men… And while 
Durkota’s work often feels like a thriller, it’s more of a psycho-
logical study in which the characters, like flashes of lightning, 
are wonderfully alive for a very short time… A bold debut filled 
with unforgettable moments and characters.”—Kirkus Reviews.

Squander
By Elena Karina Byrne 
Omnidawn Publishing 

“If flesh (or any worldly thing) could be made word, it would be by 
Pushcart Prize winner Byrne…Byrne opens with a meditation on 
language showing it at its protean finest, as her own poems are: 
sparkling, luminous, richly packed, and a real tumble into another 
state of mind…Byrne incarnates a wealth of subjects for smart, 
committed readers.”—Library Journal.

Three Women and the River: The Englishman Who Forgot 
His Own Name
By William Harry Harding
Lymer & Hart

An “epic work of historical fiction.”—Kirkus Reviews. Wounded 
in combat, then threatened with execution for desertion, teen-
age Corporal Reg Olcutt forges a new family and future in 
rural Italy, only to risk everything again—this time for love. 
“As exciting and well written as it is impeccably researched.” 
—Marge Piercy.

Amanda Goes to Las Vegas
By Nancy Dick

A love story about Amanda, a young woman who leaves the 
family and rural family farm she loves to help family out by try-
ing to become a “big time” star in Las Vegas. This is the story of 
her journey. This author has done two book signings. Available 
online: amazon.com and bn.com and nationally at many Barnes 
& Noble Bookstores.

The Fourteenth of September
By Rita Dragonette
She Writes Press

In 1969, as mounting tensions over the Vietnam War are dividing 
America, a young woman in college on an Army scholarship risks 
future and family to go undercover into the anti-war countercul-
ture and is ultimately forced to make a life-altering choice as fateful 
as that of any Lottery draftee.

Genre2 Online Literary Publication
By Various Contributors 

Genre2 is an online literary + art journal devoted to pushing 
boundaries, ours and yours. Our mission is simple: publish writ-
ers’ best work outside their primary genre. That’s it. We favor 
no specific style or aesthetic, and we value the brand-newbie 
and established author equally. If you’ve created something 
awesome, we want to see it. Surprise us by surprising yourself. 

The Secret Destination
By Sally Cullen, Meg Files, and Susan Reimer
Imago Press 

“Three sisters return, ensorcelled, bearing a gift for us, an Iceland 
of tern-moon and mythic Lights.”—Ron Powers, Pulitzer-
Prize winning author of No One Cares About Crazy People. 
“You’ll be sad when this visionary book ends; you’ll harken 
to its call for opening its pages time and time again.”—Sarah 
Cortez, Vanishing Points: Poems and Photographs of Texas Roadside 
Memorials.
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We Rent These Bodies
By T. Dove Lourde
Xlibris Publishing

In We Rent These Bodies, author T. Dove Lourde examines 
his own memories and philosophy regarding such topics as 
insanity, death, love, sex, drugs, addiction, religion and other 
forms of ‘euphoria and escape.’ It’s a deep look at man’s flawed 
functionality.


